
FIND 
YOUR 
AREA 

Area 1 
• the pole line in this

area is over 60 years old

& needs to be replaced

• most poles can be

easily accessed

• there are a few large

trees located far away

from distribution lines

Area 2 
• the pole line in this area

is 20 years old and does
not need to be replaced

• some poles can be
difficult to access

• there are few large trees
in close proximity to
distribution lines

Area 3 
• some poles in this area

are over 60 years old
and need to be replaced

• some poles can be
difficult to access

• there are few large 
trees in close proximity

to distribution lines

Area 4 
• the pole line in this area 

is over 60 years old &
needs to be replaced

• most poles are difficult

to access due to fences,
trees, gardens and pools

• there are many large trees
located in close proximity

to distribution lines

Area 5 Area 6 Area 7 

• some poles in this area • most poles in this area • this area is already

are over 60 years old and are 20 years old and do underground

need to be replaced not need to be replaced
• high voltage infrastructure

• most poles are difficult • some poles can be was upgraded in 1990

to access due to fences, difficult to access

trees, gardens and pools
• low voltage under

• there are few large trees ground infrastructure

• there are many large trees that might require minor is over 60 years old,

located in close proximity trimming around low and replacement is due

to distribution lines voltage lines because of age and use of

non-standard components



THIS IS WHAT  
WE’VE HEARD:

We know that there are a number of things that  
are really important to you: 

 » Balancing renewal and preservation
 » Your trees
 » The aesthetic of your streets

How did we learn this? 

We heard you at our Town Hall meeting on June 21st 
and are taking your concerns to heart. Since then we’ve 
deepened our understanding of your concerns by: 

 » Meeting with City of Waterloo staff, Councillor 
and Mayor to better understand objectives of a 
successful outcome

 » Receiving email in our dedicated project email box 

 » Corresponding with residents about their concerns 
and questions 

 » Conducting focus groups

To begin addressing your concerns we’re:

 » Making significant changes to our stakeholder 
engagement process, which include hosting this 
Open House to get your feedback on available 
renewal options

 » Reviewing all alternative renewal options for your 
neighbourhood

 - Overhead (OH) designs that have less impact 
on the tree canopy

 - Underground solutions (UG)
 - Strategic combination of both UG and OH

 » Developing alternate design standards that have less 
impact on the tree canopy

 » Preparing budgetary costing of possible renewal 
options

 » Studying the impact of renewal options on other 
stakeholders

 » Conducting power quality investigations

What we’re going to do:

 » Use the feedback we receive today and from the 
focus groups to develop a design to discuss with you

 » It will take us 12-24 months to develop the design

You love how your neighbourhood looks and feels and you want to preserve this.



WE’VE LEARNED A LOT.

To avoid this type of situation in the future, we have made the 
following changes to our process:

 » Advance notice is provided via the “Projects Affecting You” area on our website
 » Customers are notified at the beginning of the design cycle and are given more 

information and an opportunity to participate
 » Our existing tree impact review process with the municipality and affected  

home-owners has been strengthened, formalized and documented.
 » Design staff continue to meet with home owners to address particular concerns

The development of Area Plans will include: 

 - Advance notice provided to residents beyond those abutting  
the construction areas

 - Project specific mail box
 - Focus groups and stakeholder involvement
 - Open house
 - Feedback will shape options
 - Communication plans for project outcomes

We have learned a lot from our work on Allen Street. We approached this work 
as we have done in the past; this was not the right approach for this area. 



RECENT WNH PROJECTS
UNDERTAKEN IN UPTOWN
Our history of successful projects in the uptown area suggested  
to us that our stakeholder engagement process was satisfactory.

STREET YEAR STREET YEAR

James Street 2012 Somerset Crescent 2009

Park Street 2010 / 2011 Dick Street 2008

Empire Street 2012 Erb Street 2008

Douglas Street 2012 Avondale Avenue 2008

Stanley Drive 2012 Dietz Avenue 2006

Melbourne Crescent 2009 Alexandra Avenue 2006

This was not the right approach for the Allen Street project. To avoid this type of situation in the 
future, we have made the following changes to our process: 

 » Advance notice is provided via the “Projects Affecting You” area on our website
 » Customers are notified at the beginning of the design cycle and are given more information and 

an opportunity to participate
 » Our existing tree impact review process with the municipality and affected home-owners has 

been strengthened, formalized and documented
 » Design staff continue to meet with home owners to address particular concerns
 » The development of Area Plans will include: 

 - Advance notice provided to residents beyond those abutting the construction areas
 - Project specific mail box
 - Focus groups and stakeholder involvement
 - Open house
 - Feedback will shape options
 - Communication plans for project outcomes



HOW IT WORKS:

 » As you move around the room, you will find a description  
of these options 

 » Take some time to read the information presented here  
and ask WNH staff your questions 

 » Then, go to the voting board to indicate your preferences

There are options for addressing your concerns. 
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When would you be interested in converting your home service from overhead to underground: 

1. At the time of WNH construction? 

2. During home renovation projects at a future date?

3. Never?

YOUR INPUT IS NEEDED
Please dot vote for your area in the neighbourhood.
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YOUR INPUT IS NEEDED
Please dot vote for your area in the neighbourhood.
When would you be interested in converting your home service from overhead to underground: 

1. At the time of WNH construction? 

2. During home renovation projects at a future date?

3. Never?



YOUR INPUT IS NEEDED
Please dot vote for your area in the neighbourhood.
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In order to install new poles at exact same location as existing, some trees will need to be removed.  
To further reduce the impact on trees would you be supportive of:

1. Placing a new pole to provide for a transition from front lot underground supply to your individual overhead home service?

2.  Granting an access easement for a new pole and anchor to provide for a transition from front lot underground supply to your overhead 
home service and neighboring homes?



YOUR INPUT IS NEEDED
Please dot vote for your area in the neighbourhood.
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In order to install new poles at exact same location as existing, some trees will need to be removed.  
To further reduce the impact on trees would you be supportive of:

1. Placing a new pole to provide for a transition from front lot underground supply to your individual overhead home service?

2.  Granting an access easement for a new pole and anchor to provide for a transition from front lot underground supply to your overhead 
home service and neighboring homes?
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Area 1 

Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5 Area 6 Area 7 



TO THE RESIDENTS 
OF WESTMOUNT
Waterloo North Hydro (WNH) is currently examining renewal options for the 
electrical distribution system in your area.  An open house was conducted on 
Wednesday September 11th to gather resident input.  If you missed this session, 
we would like to invite you to review this slide package which covers the 
material shared that evening.  If you have additional questions or feedback you 
would like to share, please contact us directly (contact info on last slide).





OPTION 1: RE-BUILD 
LINES IN BACK LOTS
This approach means rebuilding lines in the rear lots (where they are today) to current safety  
standards. Poles, transformers and high voltage lines would be replaced and remain in rear lots. 
However, this option does not address the concerns of residents in your neighbourhood.
Pros

remains unchanged

Cons

maintenance and repair and proximity to houses

NEUTRAL



OPTION 2: FULL  
UNDERGROUND SERVICE
This approach would only be feasible if all homes already had underground electrical service  
that can be easily accessed from the front lot. This is not the case for this neighborhood.  
This would mean that 97% of home owners supplied by overhead lines would need to convert their service.

What is required to convert my home to be 
serviced by underground wiring?

What are the repair and restoration costs 
associated with overhead to underground 
service conversion?

 
pools, grassed or landscaped areas, etc

areas after overhead mast and stack is removed

Best Case Scenario

Most Complicated Case Scenario



OPTION 3: HYBRID 
SERVICE APPROACH
This approach means combining options 1 and 2 and getting the street ready for full underground.
High voltage power lines: will be converted to front lot underground. Pull vaults will be required as marked on the map. 

Poles and low voltage power lines: will be replaced and will remain in the rear lot. Home owners will have the option  
to convert to front lot underground based on their own schedule.

Pros  

unchanged

 
in place

Cons

back lots still required

construction areas (see map and poster: More Ways to 
Save Trees).



MORE WAYS TO  
SAVE TREES 
Here are options to address tree removal requirement for construction  
purpose. Trees in close proximity to hydro poles create an obstruction  
during pole replacement. 
Re-space Poles:

Impacts

Transition Poles:

Impacts

Transition Poles & Easements:

Impacts
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HOW WE WORK  
WITH YOU.
Our consultation process for Area Plan Development and street-by-street  
distribution renewal projects:
This stage: Area Plan Development Next stage: Street by street distribution renewal 



WHAT HAPPENS 
NEXT?
We will notify you prior to beginning detailed design

»   See timing poster for expected timing of work on your street

»   Individual residents on affected streets only will be notified at the beginning of the detailed  
design cycle, given more information and an opportunity to participate

»   Advance notice will also be provided via the “Projects Affecting You” area on our website 

»   Design staff will continue to meet with home owners to address particular concerns 

»   Customers have an opportunity to provide feedback on preliminary design if it varies  
significantly from today’s conditions 

»   As always, customers are notified of the start and expected duration of the construction  
phase of our project 

»   Advanced notice will be given for scheduled power outages
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